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I. EDITORIAL 

 
 
 
 
By Vishwas Satgar  

Originally published in the Mail & Guardian on 15 March 2018 

 

Although Jacob Zuma 

has fallen, South Africa 

has not escaped the 

miasma of a “Zumafied 

Parliament”. His reign 

represented the 

degeneration of political 

leadership and the 

serious weakening of 

democracy. The ANC’s 

and the Economic 

Freedom Fighters’ 

(EFF’s) support for a 

motion to amend the 

Constitution to advance 

land expropriation 

without compensation reflects the absence of deep and serious political debate in our 

democracy. 

 

One would have expected that, post-Zuma, the ANC would reach for a modicum of engaged 

deliberation on such a fundamental question, which has to be addressed in a manner that 

takes the country forward. 

 

Moreover, the ANC was not blindsided by the EFF’s motion, which was merely confirming its 

December conference position (and the ANC Youth League’s own documents that predate 

the EFF’s formation). 

 

Both the ANC’s and the EFF’s authoritarian populist positions share one thing in common. 

For the EFF and the ANC, land grabs are about revenge. To address the wrongs of colonial 

and racist dispossession, white farmers must be punished. Some would argue further that 

Nelson Mandela’s reconciliation politics have failed. 

 

Yet, as academic and author Sabelo Ndlovu-Gatsheni points out, the paradigm of war in 

modern Western society, based on the logic of racial division and coloniality, was rejected by 

Mandela and instead there was a deep decolonial impulse in his ethical approach to 

reconciliation through his “paradigm of peace”. 

 

1.1 Food Sovereignty the Viable Alternative to ANC, EFF Land Solutions 

 

 

Image source: https://mg.co.za/article/2018-03-15-food-sovereignty-the-viable-
alternative-to-anc-eff-land-solutions  
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Like all political practices, it was grounded in immanent possibility. There were paths taken 

and not taken. It also means that, as a political resource, Mandela’s reconciliatory practice 

can be put to work to achieve more radical outcomes. 

 

The new anti-white racism of the EFF is shared by the ANC. In this instance, the ANC is 

clearly far from Mandela but even further away from the principle of nonracialism, including 

radical nonracialism that advocates fundamental transformation. What the ANC stands for at 

the level of principle is increasingly unclear. Post-Zuma the ANC’s trust deficit with South 

Africa is still widening. 

 

To be a vengeful racist addressing the land grievance comes with its dangers. Such an 

approach presumes that all white farmers (about 35 000) are supremacists and must be 

treated as such. A sharp, racialised antagonism is created with white farmers and more 

generally white South Africa. A volatile racial fault line is constructed in our discourse, which 

can take on a life of its own in everyday politics. 

 

The grammar of race war, militant posturing, racial innuendo and symbolic violence sets the 

stage for confrontation. Julius Malema and the EFF, of course, are not the only ones with a 

capacity for racial violence. White South Africa, particularly conservative Afrikaners, are 

armed and therefore the potential for deadly political conflagration is a possibility. A race war 

in South Africa, over the land, simply means we all lose. 

 

At the same time, there are differences between the EFF’s and the ANC’s positions. The EFF 

views the state as a custodian of all land, providing use rights to individuals and corporations 

for a maximum of 25 years, subject to renewal. Although the language of “small-scale” 

farming is evoked, the EFF has not given it much thought. It is very likely big farmers would 

emerge in their revolving-door framework to access land use. The state is also meant to 

support small-scale farmers with procurement opportunities and protections. Ultimately the 

EFF views small-scale commercial agriculture as a viable prospect in the context of export to 

the wider African market. 

 

Though the EFF proposal is shot through with inconsistencies, it is primarily about state-

supported capitalist agriculture that could compete and displace peasant agriculture in the 

wider African context. This is a far cry from pan-African solidarity with Africa’s peasantry. 

 

There will be winners and losers in the EFF’s proposal. For the ANC, agrarian transformation 

is primarily about supporting small-scale farmers to become viable commercial enterprises in 

the “first economy” and for export markets. Agrihubs, extension services and financing is 

geared towards this pathway. In this policy framework there have been and will continue to 

be winners and losers. 

 

Yet does one have to be a revengeful racist to address historical injustices such as land 

dispossession? Radical nonracialism, which is not anti-white but anti-white supremacy, is 

another principled political position from which to engage the race, class, gender and 

ecological dynamics of South Africa’s unjust food system. This principle informs the 
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campaigning platform of the South African Food Sovereignty Campaign (SAFSC), which is 

made up of organisations from the agrarian sector, climate justice, food justice and solidarity 

economy movements. 

 

Formed out of a conference on the right to food in late 2014 and launched in 2015, the 

campaign has consistently translated and given substance to a South African approach to 

food sovereignty. Through its hunger tribunal, drought speak-outs, bread marches, food 

sovereignty festivals, water sovereignty dialogues and activist schools it has evolved an 

alternative perspective on land and agricultural transformation. This is encapsulated in a 

People’s Food Sovereignty Act, adopted at a People’s Parliament in 2016, shared with 

several government ministries last year and recently handed over to a representative of 

Parliament at a people’s dialogue in Cape Town. 

 

The People’s Food Sovereignty Act is an example of prefigurative practice. It provides a 

compass to build food sovereignty pathways from below through households, villages, towns 

and cities. It envisages a citizen-driven process but supported by the state, to build a 

democratic, just and sustainable food system. 

 

The Act is also an example of a democratic systemic reform, which sets out fundamental 

differences with the ANC and EFF’s approach to land reform. 

 

First, agricultural land must be treated as having a social and ecological function. This means 

chemical, industrial and monoindustrial farming is not the way forward for agriculture. Instead, 

agroecological practices need to be prioritised to produce in harmony with ecosystems, water 

constraints and more indigenised diets. 

 

Second, small-scale farmers need to be given conditional-use rights of a maximum of two 

hectares of land as part of the commons but subject to the imperatives of democratic 

planning. This prevents the over-concentration of land and allows for more than 30-million 

small-scale farmers to be created in South Africa. The land for this commons will come from 

the state, religious organisations, communal tenure systems, the private sector and from 

deconcentrating commercial farms. 

 

Third, the deconcentration of commercial farms must be handled in accordance with the 

Constitution, as part of a transition, involving a land audit and with a commitment to fair 

compensation to historically white farmers. A national food sovereignty fund is envisaged, 

which will be the mechanism to secure funds from South African capital, not the individual 

taxpayer, to buy out white commercial farmers over a 20-year period and provide capital to 

small-scale farmers. Finance, industries, retailers, mining companies and every fraction of 

(white) capital must contribute to this fund, given the benefits they accrued under apartheid 

and in the post-apartheid context. This is the gesture of nation-building required to advance 

genuine reconciliation. 

 

Fourth, the state is envisaged as playing an enabling role to ensure food sovereignty is 

realised as a democratic systemic reform driven from below. This includes a procurement 
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role, a pedagogical role, a regulatory role against dominant commercial food interests, a 

custodial role of the land commons together with a national food sovereignty council and local 

communal councils. It is also envisaged the state will support a democratic planning 

mechanism to plan the water, land, seed, production and consumption issues around a food-

sovereign system. This is crucial in a climate-driven world. 

 

As opposed to the ANC and the EFF, the food sovereignty proposition envisages an 

alternative food system controlled by small-scale farmers and consumers but deeply 

embedded in society. A food-sovereign system will enable South Africa to confront the 

pathologies of a corporate-controlled food system (such as hunger, unhealthy food choices 

and globalised diets) while also enduring climate shocks. 

 

The winners in advancing food sovereignty are all of South Africa, thus affirming the radical 

and transformative politics that are possible with the Mandela practice of reconciliation and 

in a paradigm of peace. 

 

Dr Vishwas Satgar is a University of the Witwatersrand academic and an activist in the 

SAFSC. The People’s Food Sovereignty Act is available at safsc.org.za 

 

Article source: https://mg.co.za/article/2018-03-15-food-sovereignty-the-viable-alternative-

to-anc-eff-land-solutions  

 
II. NATIONAL CAMPAIGNING NEWS 

 

 
 
   
 
 
Rebecca Tenbusch 

  

On the 2nd till the 3rd of March, COPAC in collaboration with community organisations and 

SAFSC partners, held the People’s Dialogue with Parliament on the Water Crisis: Towards 

Food and Water Sovereignty for South Africa.  

 

In attendance were leading water crisis, climate justice, and food sovereignty organisations 

in Cape Town and beyond as well as one government representative from the Portfolio 

Committee on Water and Sanitation. Despite efforts it was not possible to get more 

government officials to attend. From the 10 portfolio committees repeatedly contacted 1 could 

not be reached via phone or email over a period of 3 weeks, 3 declined and after 2 email 

reminders and phone call reminders 5 failed to accept or decline the invitation at all. The lack 

of response and engagement by parliament officials, speaks for itself. 

 

However, despite parliament’s lack of engagement, the interest and participation of those 

from civil society and others that attended the conference on Friday made this a highly 

dynamic space. Not only were the impacts from the water crisis on people’s lives, from urban 

2.1 A People’s Dialogue with Parliament on the Water Crisis: Towards Food and Water 

Sovereignty for South Africa 

 

https://mg.co.za/article/2018-03-15-food-sovereignty-the-viable-alternative-to-anc-eff-land-solutions
https://mg.co.za/article/2018-03-15-food-sovereignty-the-viable-alternative-to-anc-eff-land-solutions
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and rural farmers to community 

members discussed, but also the 

underlying nature of the current 

water crisis, the solutions that 

have been promoted by 

government and solutions that 

the different communities and 

civil society actors were 

implementing and saw as 

necessary for a way forward. Lulu 

Johnson from the Portfolio 

Committee on Water and 

Sanitation promised to stand as 

the “champion” of those present 

and share the water sovereignty 

guide and the people’s food sovereignty act with the other relevant portfolio committees and 

to relay what was discussed.  

 

Issues discussed include creating awareness on the impact of people's actions as well as 

making tools and information more accessible to a wider range of people outside of the 

academic and activists circles. Furthermore, the creation of a space and network addressing 

current issues was discussed which would allow the exchange of knowledge and the ability 

to organise. The issue of getting government to engage with communities outside of the 

spaces that are actively created by civil society organizations was also discussed. Young 

attendees pointed out the need to engage the youth which want to responsibility and action 

but don’t always know how.  

 

On Saturday COPAC presented the water sovereignty guide and the People’s Food 

Sovereignty Act at community workshops the at the Beacon Garden in Mitchells Plain, the 

Children’s Resource Centre in Rylands, and at the public library in Elsies River.  

Community members were encouraged to share their experience, perspectives and solutions 

to the water crisis and its impact in their communities. A shared issue was the lack of 

government engagement of the people 

and the lack of a comprehensive plan. 

While government has been failing in 

addressing this crisis, the communities 

have taken matters into their own hands. 

The water guide is a tool for communities 

and activists to build people’s power for 

water sovereignty (see link below). It 

helps in gaining an understanding of 

water sovereignty and how our water 

sources are currently used which 

includes the water crisis and the 

underlying power dynamics controlling 
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water, it empowers people to organise, save water and respond to water policies as well as 

to strive towards systemic change. It was agreed that a vital next step is for the communities 

to demand that government share their water plans with the respective communities. The 

tools will be further shared in the respective communities by local activists of the SAFSC 

network. COPAC and SAFSC will continue to support these communities with empowerment 

tools and help in facilitating a network between different agents. 

 

Following the hunger tribunal at Constitution Hill held in 2015 together with the Human Rights 

Commission, the national drought speak out, the national bread march in Johannesburg and 

the People's Parliament in 2016 which raised awareness about high food prices as a result 

of the drought and the need for alternatives, the Dialogue was the next step towards creating 

a people's space to discuss the issues of water sovereignty, food sovereignty, the climate 

crisis and climate justice amongst each other and together with parliament. This grassroots 

process will come together with the adoption of the Peoples Water Charter for South Africa 

at a People's’ Assembly in 2019. 

 

Link Water Sovereignty Activist Guide: 

http://www.safsc.org.za/building-peoples-power-for-water-sovereignty-activist-guide/ 

 

Link Peoples Food Sovereignty Act: 

http://www.safsc.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Peoples-Food-Sovereignty-Act-

2016.pdf  

 

 

 

 

Now that the elation surrounding SONA has subsided we can look more soberly at what is 

being proposed. While the President spoke glowingly about the potential of commercial 

agriculture, what he didn’t say is that it is a colonial model that has failed spectacularly to 

feed the nation and create jobs. It is also one of the most environmentally destructive forms 

of land use, contributing significantly to climate change and utilising the lion’s share of our 

scarce water resources. Its use of toxic pesticides and fertilisers has led to large-scale 

contamination of our soil and water. Furthermore, government support of genetically modified 

crops has put maize, our staple food, in jeopardy. A different approach to agriculture is sorely 

needed to deliver household food security and livelihoods and to produce sufficient nutrition 

in a rapidly changing climate. An answer lies in agroecology, practiced successfully by 

millions of small-scale farmers across the African continent, who rely on a diversity of crop 

varieties and animal breeds for food and fibre. This is not a backward step. Agroecology is 

increasingly recognised as a viable and innovative practice that can be scaled up with 

adequate policy support. We need urgently to reverse the damages of our colonial agricultural 

past, to retrain agricultural extension officers to support the majority of South Africa’s farmers, 

and to reclaim and restore arable land as a productive rather than as an extractive activity. 

We need to revalue our traditional seed and indigenous knowledge systems. Now is the time 

for our government to move in a new direction and to reposition resources so that small-scale 

farmers can reach their full potential. This would meet many of our national development 

2.2 Decolonise Food Production: A Response to SONA from Biowatch South Africa 

http://www.safsc.org.za/building-peoples-power-for-water-sovereignty-activist-guide/
http://www.safsc.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Peoples-Food-Sovereignty-Act-2016.pdf
http://www.safsc.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Peoples-Food-Sovereignty-Act-2016.pdf
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objectives. It would give hope to our youth, give more people a stake in our future, create 

economic opportunities and sustainable livelihoods for the many, and feed the nation. We 

urge action and public debate on these questions. 

 

 
 
By Claire Roussell 

 

Preparing for the National Seed Dialogue and 

Celebration, hosted by the African Centre for 

Biodiversity, smallholder farmers, activists and 

government officials are crowded into the atrium 

of the Women’s Jail at Constitution Hill and a drum 

is beating. A performer, Simo Mpapa Majola, 

dressed in blankets, is praying and singing and 

imploring the audience. He is telling the story of 

the women who work on a farm, who have been 

marginalised over and over, and yet are relentless 

in their search for “She-sus”, the She-God, and 

unswerving in their connection to the soil. 

 

Around the edges of the atrium are tables adorned 

with bowls and jars, hand-crafted wooden trays 

and woven baskets of seeds, resplendent in their 

diversity of colours, shapes and textures. Farmers 

and activists have brought the seeds from across 

the country to show the art of the soil – its wild 

excess that is still available to us – despite its depletion due to the demands of global capitalist 

supply chains that have destroyed agricultural biodiversity. The displays of seeds are 

arranged on beautiful shweshwe table cloths, interspersed with traditional tools for the 

preparation and serving of food: a woven beer filter, carved tools for preparing pap and bowls 

for sharing umqombothi. The tables in the main area are decorated with proteas and fynbos 

and strewn with seeds. It feels like a seed wedding. In fact, it occurs to me that the seeds 

have contrived all of this to bring us together, so that we do the work that they need us to do 

for their continued survival and sovereignty. And, suddenly, I imagine the seeds as the agents 

in this event, co-ordinating and motivating hundreds of people, from security guards, to 

farmers, cleaners and academics to get up in the morning and play their integral role in the 

unfolding of the event. Philosopher and biologist Donna Haraway describes a story that is 

artfully told in the right context as a “shell that can hold a little water or a few seeds. That 

which somehow can be collected and taken”[1]. 

 

2.3 Art, Seed and Activism: Weaving New Stories… An ACB Blog Post 

https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftn1
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In planning for the National Seed 

Dialogue, we held strongly to the idea that 

the arts play an important role in activism, 

as a way of sharing vital messages 

through the heart and body, and not only 

the head. Writer on politics, environment 

and art, Rebecca Solnit, says that “the 

change that counts in revolution takes 

place first in the imagination…and cultural 

and symbolic acts have real political 

power”[2]. This is not a new idea, but the 

current climate of urgency demands that 

we employ the most effective tools we 

have to cut away our complacency, as 

well as to provide emotional sustenance 

for the long journey into an increasingly unstable world. 

 

The relationship between art and activism offers a platform for both artists and activists to 

reach new audiences and foster powerful solidarities, and for people to come to their own 

interpretations and feelings about things, rather than aiming for precision and literalness. 

These characteristics of the academic study serve certain purposes very well, but do not 

always reach the heart. Art allows for a multiplicity of meanings, rather than reaching for the 

one truth. One performer, Kela Maswabi, felt that, at the event, art bypassed the heavy dense 

statistics and research and went straight to that which the human instinctively knows – “that 

we are part of nature and not separate from it”. While the statistics, technical language and 

in-depth research are vital, the need for the information that they offer to be felt, tasted, 

danced, and understood “in the tissues of our flesh seems to me really urgent”[3]. 

 

In the process of briefing artists, 

each of them was excited to learn a 

lot of new information about the 

issues. They felt very strongly about 

them, and were immediately inspired 

to incorporate them into their work 

and to share this urgency with their 

own audiences and communities. 

Early on in the process, one 

performer referred to the artists as 

“the entertainment”, and I realised 

that I had not at any point thought of 

them in this way. To my mind, they 

were as integral to the content and 

meaning of the programme as any 

academic paper. 

 

Figure 1 Simo Mpapa Majola (performance artist) 

and Mojalifa Mofokeng (musician) 

 

Figure 2 Mung beans in a handwoven basket acquired 

from crafters at Faraday Market, Johannesburg 

 

https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftn2
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftn3
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Kela Maswabi described the art as the “why” and the dialogues and information as the “how”. 

The performances were also a way to incorporate ritual and the spiritual into the programme 

in ways that were not evangelical, but rather reminders of our connection to the earth, past 

generations and something larger than ourselves. The Friday night band performance by 

BCUC (Bantu Continua Uhuru Consciousness) – who use percussion instruments, 

tambourines, whistles, flutes and vocals, tapping into their ancestral spirits to make music 

that is highly political and reflects their own identity, pride and resilience – was a breath of 

fresh air, an opportunity to let our hair down and play. After all, why are we doing this work, 

if not to create a world that is more liveable, beautiful and fun, not just full of fight and struggle? 

 

“We construct our world through 

the stories we tell about it, and the 

practice of magic is the art of 

cultural storyshifting, the conscious 

dreaming of a new dream,” says 

activist and writer, Starhawk[4]. 

Perhaps, to enable the scale of 

social change that is necessary if 

we are to tackle the vast and 

integrated forms of oppression – in 

this instance apparent in the 

draconian policy around seed and 

agriculture – what is needed is a 

new story, and artists of all forms 

deal in the dark arts of storytelling. 

Academics certainly tell stories, too, 

but their modes tend to work best within their own networks and discourses, among people 

who know the jargon, are familiar with the arguments and can decode the statistics and 

academese. 

 

According to philosopher and artist, Erin Manning, there is growing acceptance of the idea 

that “art itself activates and constitutes new forms of knowledge in its own right”[5]. Artists 

can be like miners, who dig deep in the ground for precious minerals. What they draw out of 

the ground may not look like much to start with, but the material can be processed and honed 

into something both evocative and useful, that still holds the essence of what it is like to have 

spent the last million years deep underground. 

 

By incorporating art into the conference format, we could showcase a different model of 

critical dialogue, aware that embedded in our tactics of struggle are the seeds of the culture 

that we will live into reality. Thus, it is imperative that we bring care and wisdom, love and 

creativity to the tactics employed, so that they reflect the values we wish to see in the world, 

and in order, that we might “weave something other than a shroud for the day after the 

apocalypse”[6]. With the National Seed Dialogue and Celebration as a starting point, ACB 

will strive for a conference model that is vibrant and sensuous, as opposed to dry and 

Figure 3 BCUC (Bantu Continua Uhuru Consciousness) 

perform at the end of a day of intense dialogue. 

https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftn4
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftn5
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftn6
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cerebral; one where the residue from the event speaks to your ancestors and seeps into your 

dreams and into your kitchen, filling your children’s bellies. 

 

For the full report on the national seed dialogue and celebration, see the article below. 

 
[1] Haraway, D. 2016. Anthropocene Consortium Series. Available at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWQ2JYFwJWU. [2] Solnit, R. 2017. Hope in the Dark. Chicago: Haymarket 

Books. [3] Haraway, D. 2015. Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Chthulhucene. In H. Davis and E. Turpin (eds) Art 

in the Anthropocene. London: Open Humanities Press. [4] Starhawk. 2002. Webs of Power: Notes from the 

Global Uprising. New Society Publishers. [5] Manning, E. 2016. The Minor Gesture. Durham and London: Duke 

University Press. [6] Haraway, D. 1984. A Cyborg Manifesto. In D. Bell and B.M. Kennedy. The Cyber Cultures 

Reader London: Routledge. 

  

 

 

 

 

On 8 and 9 December 2017 the African Centre for Biodiversity (ACB) hosted a national seed 

dialogue and celebration at Constitution Hill in Johannesburg. Farmer representatives from 

eight provinces, along with civil society organisations, academics, and officials from the 

Agricultural Research Council and Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) 

participated in cultural events and dialogues on current and emerging issues on smallholder 

farmers and seed diversity in South Africa. 

 

A discussion on the political context highlighted the instability of the globalised corporate food 

system, and the possibilities and challenges for alternatives based on different systems of 

production and distribution to take root in material reality. A dialogue on current revisions to 

South Africa’s Plant Breeders’ Rights Act and Plant Improvement Act raised concerns about 

the exclusive commercial focus of the Acts and the marginalising impact they have on farmer 

seed systems and on agricultural biodiversity. In 2017 civil society and farmer associations 

raised their voices in public hearings and submissions. DAFF acknowledged the importance 

of popular participation and of agricultural biodiversity yet appears to be locked in an 

approach shaped by the interests of multinational corporations. Civil society has more work 

to do in 2018 to advocate for more equitable and transformative seed laws. 

 

Seed is not simply about agricultural productivity. Even in a country like South Africa where 

smallholder farmers are completely marginalised from the mainstream, seed continues to 

play an important role in culture, with longstanding and dynamic indigenous knowledge 

embedded in seed saving, sharing and use. Elders led a dialogue on seed, knowledge and 

culture, discussing local seed varieties and their multiple uses. 

 

On Day 2, dialogues covered relatively new areas of work with smallholder farmers in the 

South African context. These included seed banks and seed saving, farmer participation in 

plant breeding and crop improvement, seed management and farmer-based quality controls. 

2.4 Celebrating Smallholder Farmers and Seed Diversity in South Africa: Report from the 
National Seed Dialogue and Celebration 

https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftnref1
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftnref2
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftnref3
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftnref4
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftnref5
https://acbio.org.za/activism-and-art-weaving-new-stories/#_ftnref6
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The event celebrated the important role of smallholder farmers in conserving and adapting 

agricultural biodiversity, and in keeping alive the possibilities for alternatives to our corporate-

dominated food system. There are major challenges, but also windows of opportunity. 

 

The full report can be accessed here: 

http://acbio.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Seed_Dialogue_Report.pdf  

 

This dialogue summary has been taken from:  

https://acbio.org.za/celebrating-smallholder-farmers-and-seed-diversity-in-south-africa-

report-from-the-national-seed-dialogue-and-celebration/ 

 
III. SOLIDARITY WITH STRUGGLES 

 
 
 
 

SAFTU request your support in this hour of need for the South African workers! 

 

You may be aware that SAFTU and a range of other labour supporting Non-Government 

Organisation have decided to call for a total shut down of the economy in protest against the 

worse attack on workers’ rights since the death of apartheid. 

 

Almost all South Africans accept that the first 24 years of democracy have in economic terms 

benefitted more those that benefitted during the apartheid and colonial era which is white 

monopoly capital in particular and white population in general. 

 

The motive forces of the struggle for freedom and democracy are the face of poverty, 

unemployment and inequalities. 

 

The debate on these Bills cannot be removed from this reality. Everything we do must 

reinforce efforts to give a meaning to our freedom. In the past 7 years, in recognition most 

South Africans have been speaking about the second phase of radical economic 

transformation. This was in recognition that the first two decades of freedom and democracy 

has seen largely political benefits. 

 

The economic transformation has left the black majority still the face of poverty wages, 

casualisation and use of labour brokers. The population as a whole have been largely left 

property-less and landless just as per the wishes of the imperialist forces that occupied the 

land of the indigenous who were balkanized into Bantustans that were created as cheap 

labour reserves to feed the booming agriculture, mining and other industries.  

 

The crisis of poverty, unemployment, inequalities cannot be resolved through further 

entrenchment of the triple crisis or making working to resolve the challenges. 

 

3.1 South African Federation of Trade Unions Requests Your Support on 25 April 

 

http://acbio.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Seed_Dialogue_Report.pdf
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Your organisation must take a stance whether you want to perpetuate the status quo of 

whether they want to stand firmly on the side of the most vulnerable in society and make an 

intervention to stop this from continuing as a feature of our democracy. 

 

[This document has been shortened due to lack of space. You can read the full document at 

this link. Below follows the conclusion of the statement: 

 

Conclusion 

We have demonstrated that the Labour Amendments Bill represents a savage attack on the 

right of workers to strike. We have likened these Bill to the era of Margaret Thatcher of Britain. 

The sole intention is to defeat the workers and hand them over to their class enemy as a 

defeated class. 

 

We appeal to members of parliament not to agree to the emasculation of the working class 

at the time when you should intervene to stop the worker’s deepening poverty, inequalities 

unemployment. A debate instead must be how should we strengthen the weak and the 

vulnerable in the face of the increasing power of the ruling class. In our view this debate 

should be based on the following key points that have been debated in the past without any 

concrete steps. 

 

1. The introduction of the wealth class 

2. The introduction of the solidarity tax 

3. The reviewal of the corporate tax that were around 45% during the apartheid era but 

driven down to around 28% during the era of democracy. 

4. The reviewal of the personal income tax to ensure that those who can pay more contribute 

more to the fiscus 

5. Capping the salaries of those earning grotesque amounts not through declaration of intent 

but practically 

6. The full implementation of the Freedom Charter clause 3 and 4 on land and sharing of the 

economy 

 

These measures and more will take us to the direction of the radical economic transformation 

and a better life for all. The National Minimum Wage Bill and the Labour Amendments Bills 

including the scrapping of the Sectoral Determinations are taking us to the opposite direction 

of not only maintaining the current status quo but actually postpone the dreams of the many 

permanently. 

 

National Minimum Wage Bill 

We emphasize, the current discussion on the National Minimum wage is not taking place in 

a vacuum; it is taking place against a background of extreme inequality, unemployment and 

poverty. What we are talking about is the lived life of the majority of South Africans. We live 

in the most unequal country in the world. 

 

In 2015, 30.4 million South Africans, 55,5% of the population, lived below the upper-bound 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/6eb374fe9b580101982b7b47c/files/a5f4fe78-db67-498c-a968-e6c41eecba2b/12042018_Letter_to_SA_FOOD_SOVEREIGNTY_CAMPAIGN_SAFTU.pdf
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poverty line or with. This was an increase of 2.3% from 53,2% in 2011.The simple arithmetic 

is that over half of the population of South Africans live in poverty.40% live below the lower-

bound poverty line of R647 and 25.2% have to live below the food poverty line of R441. These 

figures are per person not for a household. Even on the upper bound line a person with a 

family of four, and with the revised 2017 line of R1138 would have to earn about R4500 to 

just keep their heads above water. 

 

It should be remembered that the operative words here are “poverty line”, meaning mere 

existence. We have the highest gini coefficient in the world at about 0.68. 10% of the 

population earn more than 50% of the household income of South Africa while 20% earn less 

than 1.5% of the income. Meanwhile Deloitte accountants revealed that the average pay of 

executives in the country’s top 100 companies is now R17.97 million a year, which amounts 

to R69 000 a day and R8 625 an hour! 

 

If that is the average, there must be many who receive even more! Executives’ salaries have 

risen from 50 times to 500 times bigger than workers’ wages. Many of the companies who 

are paying these grotesque amounts to their executives are the very ones, which support the 

R20 an hour poverty wage and are demanding that the unions should agree to lower wages 

for their workers. In 2014, the median salary in South Africa was scandalously R3400! This 

means that 50% of the South African workers earn below this R3400. This is an indictment 

on our democracy. It is an indictment to every political party, every trade union and everyone 

calling themselves revolutionary that we have allowed our freedom and democracy to sideline 

millions of workers in the farms, security, domestic, cleaning services, informal sector, etc. to 

continue facing this kind and extent of humiliation at the hands of those who humiliated and 

exploited them during the apartheid and colonial era. 

 

The National Minimum Wage Bill at present however does not break with the past levels of 

super exploitation. The Bill does not break the apartheid and colonical era designed 

programme to keep black workers a pool of cheap labour to be exploited in the farms and 

other industries. It doesn’t break the pattern that developed during our ugly past and that 

unfortunately deepened during the first two decades of freedom and democracy, which is 

growing income inequalities. 

 

The Bill introduces a poverty wage, which will legitimize and entrench the apartheid wage 

structure. It is a poverty minimum wage on which nobody should be expected to live. The 

new minimum wages will be: 

• R20 an hour for most workers 

• R18 an hour for farmworkers 

• R15 an hour for domestic workers and 

• R11 an hour for Extended Public Works staff 

 

Those who support these proposals would never dream of them and their family having to 

live on such an amount. A figure which for a family of four with one person working means 

that they still live below the poverty line! No foreign travel, no decent medical cover, no school 

fees - in fact no life, simply a day to day existence. This is what is considered good enough 
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for the majority of workers in the country. It is also worth reminding those who will vote on 

this Bill, and the executives of the companies who complain about R20 per hour, that it is 

these workers who pay their wages. 

 

SAFTU is unapologetic for raising this issue. Most mainstream economists would accept that 

it is workers, who by adding value to raw materials, create wealth. There was no greater 

example of this than the protracted strike on the platinum belt in 2012. The executives of the 

company involved, all of whom earned huge salaries brought not an ounce of platinum out of 

the ground, yet maligned the rock-drillers for demanding a wage of R12, 500. It is workers 

who create wealth, some of which is assigned to those in society who service the economy, 

doctors, teachers, office staff and the executives who believe they are worth millions of rand 

each year. As set out above a ratio of 500:1. 

 

If there are any in Parliament who do not believe this to be obscene then they must cease to 

purport to care about the poor and working class majority in South Africa. From the outset it 

should be noted that SAFTU supports the principle of a National Minimum Wage but insists 

that it must be a meaningful and it must be a living wage, on which workers and their families 

can live in security and comfort. This is to us a real meaning of a slogan “a better life for all”. 

The Bill in its current form simply turns that slogan on its head and embrace a new slogan “a 

better life for some”. A meaningful minimum wage and a living wage would still be begging 

back a greater proportion of the wealth they create. 

 

SAFTU utterly rejects the argument that this bill should be supported because R20 an hour 

is “better than nothing”. The scandalous fact that so many employers currently pay workers 

even less than this poverty wage in no way justifies a minimum which, even if properly 

enforced, will still leave employees mired in poverty. It will also entrench structural inequality 

in this, the world’s most unequal society. SAFTU believes that the National Minimum Wage 

will do nothing except: 

• Entrench the apartheid wage structure 

• Keep millions of workers trapped in poverty and slave wages 

• Widen income inequalities that have made our country the most unequal in the world. 

 

Each one organisation must decide whether it wants to perpetuate the status quo of whether 

they want to stand firmly on the side of the most vulnerable in society and make an 

intervention to stop this from continuing as a permanent feature of our democracy. 

We appeal to you to support workers of our country, to pledge support with them and to 

join their protest on the 25 April 2018. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Zwelinzima Vavi 

General Secretary 

For the full statement see the link below: 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/6eb374fe9b580101982b7b47c/files/a5f4fe78-db67-498c-
a968-
e6c41eecba2b/12042018_Letter_to_SA_FOOD_SOVEREIGNTY_CAMPAIGN_SAFTU.pdf 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/6eb374fe9b580101982b7b47c/files/a5f4fe78-db67-498c-a968-e6c41eecba2b/12042018_Letter_to_SA_FOOD_SOVEREIGNTY_CAMPAIGN_SAFTU.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/6eb374fe9b580101982b7b47c/files/a5f4fe78-db67-498c-a968-e6c41eecba2b/12042018_Letter_to_SA_FOOD_SOVEREIGNTY_CAMPAIGN_SAFTU.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/6eb374fe9b580101982b7b47c/files/a5f4fe78-db67-498c-a968-e6c41eecba2b/12042018_Letter_to_SA_FOOD_SOVEREIGNTY_CAMPAIGN_SAFTU.pdf
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Dear friends, 

  

Thank you for the support you have shown so far to the Amadiba court case and campaign 

for the #Right2SayNO, and by implication for the rights of all rural communities to decide 

whether mining takes place on their land - to have the right to say no. As we near the court 

case starting on 23 April in the High Court in Tshwane and the campaign ramps up, here are 

some further ways in which you can support the Amadiba and all mining-affected 

communities in their #Right2SayNO:   

 

 Issue a media statement: In order to flood 

the media and get their attention, and to raise 

awareness of the case in society, it would be 

really helpful if your 

organisation/movement/campaign can issue 

a statement to the media in the coming week 

stating your support for the case. There are 

many organisations working on different 

issues that have shown their support so far, 

and so a range of statements showing 

support from your particular perspectives 

would make a great impact. If you require 

assistance with content for your statement, 

please see the initial solidarity statement to 

which over 60 organisations signed on and 

which was issued to the media here (and 

which you can still sign on to), as well as the 

Heads of Argument containing all the details 

of the case attached. Please also don't 

hesitate to contact Andrew 

at bennieand@gmail.com or Dominic 

at dominic@amandla.org.za if you require 

further assistance in drafting your 

statement, access to media lists etc. 

 Social Media: Our social media is already 

buzzing with information and posts, so please 

follow, share, add and circulate. For Facebook check out the Amadiba Crisis 

Committee page and for Twitter follow @stopcorppower, retweet, and share your own 

information relevant to the campaign under the hashtag #Right2SayNO. We have also 

attached a flyer and a fact sheet about the case in JPEG format, so that you can post it 

easily on your social media platforms.  

 Thunderclap: Sign on here to our Thunderclap message through your Facebook and 

Twitter accounts (please add the hashtag #Right2SayNO when you sign up to it). On 

the morning of the court case, 23 April 2018, the message will then release on 

3.2 Stand with the Amadiba Crisis Committee and their #RIGHT2SAYNO 

 

http://aidc.org.za/historic-court-case-right-say-no-mining/
https://www.facebook.com/amadibacrisiscommittee/
https://www.facebook.com/amadibacrisiscommittee/
https://twitter.com/StopCorpPower
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Right2SayNO&src=typd
https://www.thunderclap.it/projects/69504-right-to-say-no-to-mining
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everyone's accounts who have signed up to the message, creating a 'Thunderclap' on 

social media and helping us get even more attention. (It would be appreciated if you 

could also share the Thunderclap on your Facebook and Twitter accounts asking others 

to sign up as well). 

 Have a look at and share 'Postcards from Xolobeni': See the beautiful photographs 

by Thom Pierce of Amadiba community members explaining in their own voices what 

they cherish and why they do not want the proposed mining.  

 Sign the Petition: If you haven't already, please sign the petition in support of the 

case here. 

 Take a cellphone video: If you live in or work with a mining-affected community, use 

your cell phone to take a video or two  (of 30-60 seconds) of community members 

explaining why they want the Right to Say No.Send the video via WhatsApp to +27 72 

278 4315 or email to bennieand@gmail.com and we'll post it on our social media. 

Please also circulate these videos on your own social media platforms!  

 Join the Action: On 23-25 April, during the court case, members of mining affected 

communities will be gathering in Tshwane for 3 days of activism - marching, workshops, 

exhibitions, video screenings and more. Details will soon follow, but if you would like 

more information on how to get involved, or would like to make a particular contribution 

to these three days, please contact kea@aidc.org.za.   

 Circulate this information far and wide! 

 

Thank you for your role in deepening democracy in South Africa and pushing back against 

the violation of human rights.  

  

Kindest Regards, 

The #Right2SayNO Media Team 

  

 
 
 
 

The South African government is hosting the BRICS summit this year and it has to take a firm 

position against the creeping coup in Brazil, despite China.  

 

At minimum we must demand: 

- a fair trial for Lula or his release; 

- support the call for him to be nominated for the Noble Peace prize; 

- demand justice for Marielle Franco, murdered by sinister forces; 

- free and fair elections in Brazil 

- an end to threats by the military to intervene in Brazilian democracy. 

 

Let’s build momentum for these demands and more as part of the build up to the SA hosted 

BRICS summit this year. Forward to international solidarity against oppression and 

exploitation! It can happen in Brazil it can happen anywhere given the rising authoritarian and 

neo-fascist forces in the world.  

 

3.3 Call from Brazil for Solidarity in Defence of Democracy 

 

http://thompierce.com/xolobeni
https://www.change.org/p/department-of-mineral-resources-stand-with-mining-affected-communities-and-demand-the-right-to-say-no?recruiter=8343878&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=share_petition
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For more about Lula’s imprisonment and protests in Brazil, see this news clip on Democracy 

Now: Dilma Rousseff: Lula’s Imprisonment is Part of a Coup Corroding Brazil’s Democratic 

Institutions, available at:  

https://www.democracynow.org/2018/4/20/dilma_rousseff_lulas_imprisonment_is_part  

 

 
IV. INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Earlier this year the IPC for Food Sovereignty met in Paarl, Cape Town to take their struggle 

for food sovereignty and agroecology forward. They issued a statement after their meeting. 

Here are a few highlights of the statement:  

 

‘Our meeting took place during the worst drought in Cape Town ever recorded, only a few 

weeks ahead of Day Zero, which marks the day when the taps run dry. We stand in solidarity 

with the masses of poor and marginalized people in Cape Town whose health is at risk as 

access to clean drinking water is jeopardized – just as in many other territories. The water 

crisis marks just one of many of the serious threats we are confronted with all over the world 

because of neoliberal policies, extractivism and other disrespectful relations with nature 

leading to the protracted climate crisis.’ 

 

‘We, as small-scale food producers and consumers – including urban poor, marginalised 

communities, refugees, displaced peoples, and those living in occupied territories – rely on 

our land and water territories as well as on access to and control over land, water, native 

seeds and our animal breeds to produce and access healthy, affordable and nutritious food 

and to maintain our cultures and livelihoods. We also need special focus to protect the open 

pollination of seeds and for bees and other insects and protection for our bee keepers. The 

multiple crisis we are facing today – including degradation and loss of our lands, pollution of 

oceans, dwindling access to water, and the advancement of reactionary governments , 

corporate capture of institutions and governance structures, capitalist patriarchy, extractive 

4.1 International Planning Committee for Food Sovereignty Statement from Paarl 

 

https://www.democracynow.org/2018/4/20/dilma_rousseff_lulas_imprisonment_is_part
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industries, xenophobia and anti-migrant policies, growing economic inequality and climate 

change – is a threat to our human rights and to the planet.’ 

 

The statement mentions a few of their achievements, including their critical role they have 

played in the reform of the United Nations Committee on World Food Security. It addresses 

the importance of the rights of women, the rights of Indigenous People as inherent and 

inalienable, and highlights climate change as one of the major challenges of our time:  

 

‘Climate change is one of the major challenges of our time and it compels us to action. We 

experience more frequent droughts but also severe flooding due to heavy rains, and both 

have tragic effects on our ability to produce food and feed our peoples and maintain our 

cultural traditions and livelihoods. Diminishing access to water is both the result of climate 

change and the enormous volumes of this precious resource used by agribusiness and 

energy corporations. The solutions to mitigate climate change put forward by our 

governments fail to address the underlying causes and continue to allow the biggest polluters 

– including agribusinesses, energy and mining companies – to continue heating our planet. 

The mitigation mechanisms of the the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change – including REDD+, Blue Carbon and Climate Smart Agriculture that are also 

promoted by FAO – are false solutions. Real solutions to stop climate change are rooted in 

peoples’ access to and control of land and water and promoting agroecology, nature 

restoration and water retention landscapes. We will continue our struggle to advance our 

solutions in all the spaces where we are present, including the FAO, UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change and the Convention on Biological Diversity and the UN 

Human Rights Council.’ 

 

The statement ends with the following commitment:  

 

‘We commit to building our food sovereignty movement and to empowering our front line 

communities to be stronger and take their struggles to all spaces where key political decisions 

are taken. To address the challenges we are confronting, we will continue to work with FAO, 

the CFS and the Convention on Biological Diversity and to work together in other institutional 

and strategic spaces, including the Human Rights Council and the Alternative World Water 

Forum. 

 

Amandla! Awethu! – Power to the people! 

 

The full statement can be read at this link: http://www.foodsovereignty.org/ipc-statement-

cape-town/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.foodsovereignty.org/ipc-statement-cape-town/
http://www.foodsovereignty.org/ipc-statement-cape-town/
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By Kim Baca 

Cross posted from High Country News 

 

Colonial contact brought foreign food and disease to tribal nations. Now, a digital generation 

is reconnecting with tradition.  

 

In a white ceramic bowl, Mariah Gladstone mixes canned salmon, corn meal and chia — 

creating the kind of nourishing meal anyone can fix at home in minutes. While it’s not exactly 

what her Blackfeet ancestors ate, the ingredients have a long history: They have helped 

sustain entire civilizations. 

 

The connection between traditional foods and culture can be lost if it is not practiced. But 

through outreach endeavours like her cooking videos, Gladstone and other Native cooks are 

helping their peers embrace their culinary traditions by teaching about traditional foods, what 

they are, and how to find and cook them. 

 

“We’re missing a lot of information on how to prepare food,” says Gladstone, 24, who started 

making cooking videos two years ago after she learned about various tribes’ efforts to 

increase access to affordable, nutritious foods. 

 

When Native Americans were forced to assimilate — confined to reservations and placed in 

Indian boarding schools — traditional food preparation waned, forgotten in a world of 

processed foods and modern cooking conveniences. But Gladstone, who shops at the 

grocery store, hunts or receives food from family and friends, wants to show how easy, 

affordable and tasty Indigenous cooking can be. Her recipe for salmon cornmeal cakes, which 

takes just five steps and five ingredients, appears in a how-to video on her “Indigikitchen” 

(Indigenous kitchen) Facebook page, which has more than 1,400 followers. 

 

“There is also a lot of interest from Native communities across the country to revitalize their 

Native foods, not only for the health benefit but for the connection to our ancestors and to 

recognize our identities as Native people,” she said. 

 

Some Indigenous chefs are incorporating traditional foods in anti-Thanksgiving pop-up 

dinners, cooking without any dairy, processed flour or sugar, all ingredients introduced after 

European contact. This excludes frybread, often considered a traditional Native food enjoyed 

at powwows and other Indigenous events. Few realize that frybread was created by Navajos 

in 1864, during their forced removal, when they had little to eat other than U.S. government 

rations of white flour, sugar and lard. 

 

But “pre-Contact” cooking is more than a foodie trend for people like 13-year-old Maizie 

White, an Akwesasne Mohawk seventh-grader who writes about Indigenous food and shares 

recipes on her blog, NativeHearth.com. Her recipes include avocado hominy salsa, spiced 

squash waffles, wild rice stuffed squash and venison roast and gravy. 

4.2 Organic Reach: Food Sovereignty Moves to the Web 

 

https://www.hcn.org/issues/50.7/tribal-affairs-organic-reach-food-sovereignty-moves-onto-the-web
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“It helps Indigenous farmers and local people who are growing the food to make a living,” 

said White, who was invited by Sean Sherman, an Oglala Lakota also known as  “The Sioux 

Chef,” to cook at the renowned James Beard House in New York City. “We’re giving back to 

our community and it is much more healthier and much more economical to cook. It also 

brings us back to what was here beforehand and respect what was already here.” 

 

According to a report by the Center for Native American Youth, 79 percent of Native children 

say that their communities lack access to healthy food. On some reservations, the closest 

thing to a grocery store is a gas station convenience store, where most of the items are 

processed foods high in sugar, fat and sodium. This contributes to epidemic rates of diabetes 

and obesity — diseases unknown among Native Americans before colonial contact. 

Traditional foods can help reduce Type 2 diabetes, according to the Centers for Disease 

Control, as well as address food insecurity in Native communities. 

 

But Native youth are intrigued by more than just the nutritional aspect; many are finding that 

an Indigenous diet can revitalize their traditions. Robert Baldy, 18, a Hupa living on the Hoopa 

Valley Reservation in Northern California, was taught the traditional Hupa ways of hunting 

and fishing by his father. His deer-skinning and fish-filleting videos have appeared on the 

youth Facebook page of the Intertribal Agriculture Council, a national non-profit supporting 

Indigenous agriculture and youth food sovereignty programs. “It keeps the culture alive and 

not forgetting who we are through our foods,” said Baldy. He started R.O.O.T.S., or Restoring 

Our Own Traditional Sustainability, last year, a club for those interested in agriculture and 

tradition. 

 

Robert’s mom, Meagen Baldy, director of the tribe’s community garden and the district’s 

natural resources, said that many adults and children shy away from traditional practices 

because they were never taught them or believe they can’t practice them now. “If they’re 

falling in love with their cultural foods, they are going to make sure that the environment is 

protected for their kids, and these lands and foods will be available for their kids, too,” she 

said. 

 

Robert and Meagen Baldy agree that, while it takes time to forage and prepare traditional 

foods — the acorns used in acorn soup, for example, need to be gathered, dried, ground and 

bleached — the health benefits and connection to the land make the work worth the time. “If 

your food dies, your culture kind of dies, too,” Robert Baldy said. “You can’t truly be sovereign 

without feeding yourself.” 

 

The original article can be found at: https://www.hcn.org/issues/50.7/tribal-affairs-organic-

reach-food-sovereignty-moves-onto-the-web  

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.hcn.org/issues/50.7/tribal-affairs-organic-reach-food-sovereignty-moves-onto-the-web
https://www.hcn.org/issues/50.7/tribal-affairs-organic-reach-food-sovereignty-moves-onto-the-web
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V. SAFSC IN THE MEDIA  
 

 

 

 

8 April Inala Forum for Food Sovereignty and Climate Justice at Wits is profiled on Wits 

Vuvuzela, in the article titled: ‘Wits student-run food garden grows for good’. Find the article 

at this link: http://witsvuvuzela.com/2018/04/08/wits-student-run-food-garden-grows-for-

good/  

25 March In this article in the Conversation, entitled ‘ A Marxist Approach appropriate for the 

climate crisis and the 21st century, Vishwas Satgar writes about climate change and the book 

he recently edited The Climate Crisis – South African and Global Democratic Eco-Socialist 

Alternatives. 

22 March Vishwas Satgar is comments on The Stream, by Al Jazeera on the impact that 

Cape Town’s Water Crisis is having on the poor. View the discussion at this link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1224&v=yhuJwLu4vSg  

22 March Maricia Smith and Keelan Krinsky are interviewed on VOW FM about their food 

garden at Wits and plans for a Food Sovereignty Centre and communal kitchen.  

15 March This article in the Mail & Guardian, (also the editorial to this newsletter), Vishwas 

Satgar discusses the food sovereignty alternative to ANC an EFF land solutions. Access the 

article at this link: https://mg.co.za/article/2018-03-15-food-sovereignty-the-viable-

alternative-to-anc-eff-land-solutions  

9 February In this article in the Wits Vuvuzela, the Wits Communal Kitchen project at Wits is 

profiled. The Kitchen is being championed by COPAC, the Wits Citizenship and Community 

Outreach (WCCO) and Inala Forum for Food Sovereignty and Climate Justice. View the 

article here: https://witsvuvuzela.com/2018/02/09/wcco-to-launch-a-student-food-kitchen-

this-year/  

 
VI. ACTIVIST RESOURCES 

 
 
 
 

Solutions to the hunger crisis in South Africa have failed us, particularly those emanating from 

the market or the government. It is for this reason that the South African Food Sovereignty 

Campaign (SAFSC) seeks to unify struggles on the ground with progressive social forces to 

ensure that food sovereignty is placed on the national agenda and is an alternative way 

forward for our food system. We are not calling for technical solutions for households to 

access food, but rather we are calling for the deep transformation of our food system by 

breaking the control of food corporations and repositioning the state to realise the 

Constitutional right to food, and ensure the creation of conditions and space for the 

emergence of food sovereignty alternatives from below.  

 

5.1 News Articles and Radio Interviews 

 

6.1 The Peoples’ Food Sovereignty Act Updated (no.1 of 2018)  

 

 

http://witsvuvuzela.com/2018/04/08/wits-student-run-food-garden-grows-for-good/
http://witsvuvuzela.com/2018/04/08/wits-student-run-food-garden-grows-for-good/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1224&v=yhuJwLu4vSg
https://mg.co.za/article/2018-03-15-food-sovereignty-the-viable-alternative-to-anc-eff-land-solutions
https://mg.co.za/article/2018-03-15-food-sovereignty-the-viable-alternative-to-anc-eff-land-solutions
https://witsvuvuzela.com/2018/02/09/wcco-to-launch-a-student-food-kitchen-this-year/
https://witsvuvuzela.com/2018/02/09/wcco-to-launch-a-student-food-kitchen-this-year/
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This Act, which was launched at a People’s 

parliament on 12 November 2016, is one way in 

which we seek to do this. It is a citizen driven act 

to ensure that people’s power drives and 

implements the Act. It expresses our 

emancipatory desire for transformation of the food 

system. 

 

We have now revised the Act based on the many 

useful comments by different people and 

communities.  

 

The revised version of this Act and the research 

that informed it can be accessed on the SAFSC 

website at this link: http://www.safsc.org.za/wp-

content/uploads/2017/11/FS-Act-no.1-of-2018.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

Food sovereignty is based on the right of peoples to define their own food system and to 

develop policies on how food is produced, distributed and consumed. It is above all a political 

call for action that it is based on empowerment processes and the generation of critical 

knowledge in support of the collective and popular construction of alternatives. 

These alternatives take their inspiration from three main sources: 

 

1. The defence of peasant economies, and the 

production, distribution and consumption systems 

connected to these. 

2. Agroecology, conceived as both a way of producing 

food and a movement for change encompassing both 

socio-economic and socio-political dimensions. 

3. Equitable and sustainable food systems that 

guarantee the right to adequate food for all. 

From a food sovereignty perspective then, there is a 

demonstrable need to identify some of the key 

elements of an analytical framework for the design and 

implementation of public policies that strengthen food 

sovereignty and are based on the Right to Food. This 

discussion paper sketches out some of these 

elements. 

 

Download the discussion paper at this link:  

https://www.tni.org/files/publication-downloads/web_public_pol_food_sov.pdf 

6.2 Public Policies for Food Sovereignty: Discussion Paper  
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The Co-operative and Policy Alternative Centre has launched a Solidarity Economy 

Movements website to serve as a marketing platform for co-operatives in South Africa. The 

website is a useful tool for all cooperatives as they can register and create a profile of their 

cooperative, describe their activities and market their products and services online at no 

charge.  

The aim of this website is to promote the Solidarity Economy by providing citizens who want 

to support cooperatives with a portal that allows them to search for cooperatives near them.  

Based on the idea of the Solidarity Economy the aim is to transform production, consumption, 

savings and ways of living to sustain life and advance transformative values in their practices. 

 

We invite all cooperatives to register on the website by following these simple steps:  

1. Type the following address into your internet browser: www.sem.org.za 

2. Click on the block in the top right corner ‘+ add your coop’ 

3. You will then be asked to register so type in your email address and choose a 

password 

4. Fill out all your coop details and press ‘submit’ 

 

Share this link with co-operatives you know so that we can strengthen this platform for 

building the solidarity economy in South Africa. 

 

 

 

 

  

More information:  

www.safsc.org.za 

info@safsc.org.za 

6.3 Call to Co-operatives: Solidarity Economy Movements Website  

 

http://www.sem.org.za/
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